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"High key" is one of two pre-established points in space 
3,258,582 which give the pilot a go or no-go for a dead stick land- 

ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR GJADEEfP ing. After this point, any information relayed froril 
TYPE ground controllers is inapplicable and suffers Irom a time 

Roger L. Winblade, Little Rock, andl John P. Smith, Lan- lag. 
caster, Calif., assignors to the United States of America 
as represented by the AdminidratoP of National It  is therefore an object of the present invention to prcc 

Aeronautics and Space Administration vide an energy management apparatus and technique for 
Filed July 24,1962, Ser. No. 212,173 predicting accurately whether or not a predetermined land- 

13  Claims. (C1. 235-158.22) ing point is within the range of an unpowered aircraft at 
any given instant. 

The invention described herein may be manufactured Briefly, in accordance with one aspect of the invention, 
and used by or for the Government of the United States this object is achieved by recognizing the empirically de- 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- termined fact that, looking down from above on an as#- 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefar. sumed flat earth, the area into which the X-15 can safely 

This invention relates to data processing equipment in- 1 j he maneuvered with standard atmospheric conditions ap- 
cluding a special purpose computer. More particularly, pears as a modified cardioid generally ahead of the air- 
this invention relates to such equipment which is suitable craft with the valley of the cardioid closest to the aircraflL. 
for use as terminal guidance or energy management appa- It  is further noted that because of the vehicle's limited 
ratus for presenting the real time in-flight total range maneuverability, the area into which it can safely be 
capability of a glider type vehicle in a graphical display 20 landed usually lies ahead of the vehicle, and although 11: 
which continuously affords a visual presentation of the expands with increased speed and/or altitude, it also 
outline of the area in which it is possible at any given in- moves out ahead of the craft as the speed increases. In 
stant to land the vehicle. accordance with the present invention this information is 

Hypersonic glider type vehicles such as the X-15 re- displayed on the screen of an oscilloscope having a trans- 
search aircraft presently being tested and the proposed 25 lucent ground map overlay so that there may be displaye3 
Dyna-Soar vehicle present unusual terminal guidance the aircraft position relative to known ground points and 
problems during the ballistic or unpowered portion of the possible landing area in the form of a variable size 
their flight. The maximum distance the vehicle can glide modified cardioid traced out by the oscilloscope's electron 
is a function of the energy level of the vehicle, both po- beam and superimposed on the ground map display. In-  
tential and kinetic, but this energy frequently cannot be 30 puts of the aircraft's velocity, altitude, hcading, and posl- 
expended in such a manner as to permit the vehicle to tion are fed into a computer which generates the appro- 
land at a point directly beneath itself. priate deflection voltages to be applied to the osci!loscope 

The X-15 vehicle will be referred to herein by way of for automatically and continuously displaying the size 
example since the particular preferred embodiment of the and position of the cardioid relative to the map overlay. 
apparatus to be described herein was in fact specifically 33 Reference to the display scope permits ground cantrob- 
developed for this vehicle for use in its flights from Ed- lers to assess immediately the range potential of the X-15 
wards Air Force Base, California. With 5,000 feet per during all phases of flight beginning with a small cardioicl, 
second velocity, and 100,000 feet altitude, the X-15 can representing a small potential, at the start and progress- 
glide for approximately 215 nautical miles, but the closest ing to a very large area cardioid well out ahead of the 
landing point it could successfully be maneuvered into is 4 0  craft as it reaches speed and altitude, then gradually re- 
about 25 nautical miles ahead of it. Therefore, the air- ducing to zero as the vehicle comes back to rest at a given 
craft could be directly over the Edwards Landing Field point on the ground. Such a display is essential not only 
at maximum speed or altitude and he unable to maneuver for assisting ground controllers in advising pilots, but is 
for a landing on the dry lake used as a field. There sim- also intended for use as an airborne cockpit display. Such 
ply is no way for the cnergy in the machine to be judi- 45 a display presents continuously to the pilot his present 
ciously expended in maneuvering or by absorbing it in position, the suitable landing sites ahead, and a super- 
aerodynamic drag so as to permit the vehicle to land at a imposed oscilloscope trace outlining the ground area onto 
point directly beneath itself. which he could bring the craft for a successfut landing 

This phenomenon arises from the fact that the turn- The foregoing features, objects, and advantages of the 
ing radius at high speed or at high altitude is very great 50 invention will be more fully apparent to those skilled i n  
and if the pilot were to try to spiral down from a high the art from the following detailed description of an ex- 
altitude and high speed condition to a point directly be- emplary preferred embodiment of the invention taken in 
neath him he would fall about 215 nautical miles short of connection with the accompanying drawings wherein: 
the intended landing. This phenomenon becomes a sig- FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating thc ensrgy man- 
nificant problem at flight conditions typified by a velocity 55 agement system of the presenlt invention. 
of approxinlately 3,000 feet per second at an altitude of FIG. 2 is a graphical illustration of typical range capa- 
100,000 feet from which the airplane can just acquire the bilities for various combinations of velocity and altitude. 
area directly beneath itself. FIG. 3 is a graph showing velocity as abscissa and 

The display system of the present invention affords a altitude as ordinate on which the length of the cardioid 
continuous indication of the geographical landing area 60 major axis G is plotted for various paran7elric be- attainable as a function of the vehicle's location, heading, tween limiting values of lift/drag Illaxjlnum velocity, and altitude. Previous techniques utilized to 
accomplish the terminal guidance task have consisted of maximum dynamic pressure used. 

the ground controllerys interpolation and evaluation of FIG. 4 is a graphical illustration of the shap- of half 
data concerning velocity, altitude alld position derived 6j of the cardioid illustrating the boundaries of the actual 
from the tracking radar. These previous techniques ne- range capability, the closeness of approxilnation of 
glect the effects of climb angle, assume a particular head- true cardioid, and a modified cardioid generated to pro- 
ing, and require excessive time to determine the range duce a closer approximation. 
capability of the vehicle. FIG. 5 is a graphical presentation of the fnnctional 

The previously used technique involving a ground plot 70 relationship between two of the factors used in generating: 
of the energy is useful to the pilot only up to the point the modified cardioid display. 
where he intercepts the "high key," usually at 20,000 feet. FIG. 6 is a diagramatic presentation defining certain 
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functional tcrnlr and relationships used in gcncrating 21 and the location of suitable landing areas, low level 
the display. obstructions, and the like. 

FIG. 7 is a graphical plot of the forward range of the Inasmuch as the cardioid outline 30 is thus a true 
tehicle shown as abscissa against the altitude plotted as representation of the area 32 in which it is possible to 
ordinate lor various parametric values of the total velocity. 5 land the vehicle 20 at any given instant or for any given 

FIGS. 8 through 15 are block diagrams illustrating set of energy parameters, it is thus seen that an effective 
the circuitry of the special purpose computer used in real tiale guidance system is thereby pro5idcd. 
generating the display. 111 practice it has been found that the basic shape of 

Turning now lo the drawings and in particular to FIG. the range capabiiity is relatively constant for all energy 
1 thcleof, lkerc 1s ~ h o w n  a block diagramnialic represcnta- 10 conditions of the vehicle; however, the size and position 
lion of the eneray management system O F  the present in- of the cardioid with respect to the vehicle vary consider- 
yentxon. I11 FIG. 1 there is indicated at 20 a vehicle such ably though the range of flight conditions that are en- 
as the ).:-15 in connection with which the system is to countered. 
bc used. This vehic!~ may be monitored from a base FIG. 2 is a graphical presentation showing three possi- 
point 28 which may, for example, be the controI tower of 15 b!e flight conditiens and the resulting range capability 
2n airfield. Thrs base point serves as a zero reference outlines. Dala of the type shown in FIG. 2 has been ex- 
for coord~nate sqstetns in measurements to be made and perimentally obtained and plotted either from flight or 
rnay actiidlly physically hoose the monitoring and coin- simulation tests. It will be noted in FIG. 2 that the 
W i n g  ec!uiprnenl of the system in its ground based ver- curve 32 defines the outline of the maximum range 
sion. 20 capability of the vehicle 20 when it is at an altitude of 

Data coricesning the energy parameters of the vehicle 50,000 feet w ~ t h  a velocity of 2,000 feet per second. 
20 is obtained in any convenient manner such as from The curve 33 is similar but for an altitude of 80,000 
radar tracking data or by telemetered information trans- feet and a velocity of 4,000 feet per second whereas the 
mittcd from the vehicle. This data is supplied to a plu- curve 34 is drawn for an altitude of 100,000 feet and a 
~a!ity of information translating devices such as the de- 25 velocity of 5,000 feet per second. It will be noted that 
vices 22,23,24,25,26 and 27. in the relatively lower energy states represented by the 

The information translating devices may be any ap- curves 32 and 33 the vehicle 20 can still circle back and 
propnate electronic equipment for generating from the land bcneath itself whereas in the high energy condition 
alvailable daia concerning the var;ous parameters an eIec- represented by the curve 34 this is no longer possible. 
tlical signal representative of the numerical value of the 30 A cross plot of the type of data shown in FIG. 2 yields 
parameter at a given instant to a scale consistent as be- a series of curves similar to those shown in FIG. 3.  In 
tween the various parameters and suitable for use as an FIG. 3 it will be noted that the curves such as the curve 
Input lo the computer 28. 35 are parametric representations of various combinations 

Where the data is acquired from radar tracking in- of velocity and altitude which lead to a constant value for 
formation Chc information translating devices may com- 35 the cardioid majcr axis G. That is to say, for any combi- 
prise simply amplifiers adjusted to the appropriate gain nation of velocity and altitude represented by a point 
lo provide a sultable scale factor for the computer 28 on the curve 35 the major a i s  of the cardioid w~l l  have a 
which, In the preferred embodiment described herein, is length of 30 nautical miles. Similar statements are true 
a special! pLirpose analog computer. If data is initially with respect to the similar parametric curves. These para- 
i~vailabie in digital form, the translators 22 through 37 40 metric G axis curves are drawn between limiting values 
would of course have to include digital-to-analog con- determined by the caves 36 and 37 since these limiting 
version eqaiprnent which may be of standard design. values in practice defined the operating range of the par- 

In any event, it is only essential t~ the present inven- ticular vehicle for which the equipment is being designed. 
lion that in whatevcr form the data may be and by The curve 36 represents ihe parametric show~ng of the 
lvhatever *leans it may be acquired there be derived a 45 nlaxinlum lift over drag ratio whereas the curve 37 rep- 
tontinuonsiy vaiying voltage representative of the total resents a parametric showing of the nlaximum dynamc 
- , ~ e l ~ ~ ~ t ~  of the vehicle which appears as the outppt of pressure. The information represented in FIGS. 2 and 3 
translator 22. Similarly the outputs of translators 23 is utilized in the special purpose computer in a manner to 
through 27 are required to be continuously varying analog be described in detail below. 
voltages the magnitudes of which represent respectively 50 With the change in size of the cardioid described by 
the component of velocity of the vehicle from the variation of length of the major axis 6 ,  with velocity 
translator 23, the horizontal component of velocity of and altitude, the range capability can be described as illus- 
the vehicle fr-om translator 24, the altitude of the velocity trated in FIG. 4 in the following manner. The cardioid 
vector iiom trailslator 25, the heading angle P of the generated by the equation 
~rehicle from translator 26, and the x-y position coordi- 5.; 
nates of the vehrcle relative to the base 21 from transla- G 

r=-(l+cos 0 )  
tor 27. 2 

These outputs from translators 22 through 27 are ap- closely approximates the actual range capability for any plied to the special purpose analog computer 28 which velocity and altitude resulting in a given 
tierives from then1 a pair of output voltages suitable for GO vallle oi G. FIG. shows a of the pIot of 
application to the x and Y deflection channels respective- this equatioll alld the plot the actual capability for 
ly of an osciilosco~e 29. The output voltages from the a particular value of 6. P~ FIG. 4 it will be noted *hat 
computer 28 are of such a character that they will deflect the solid plot of half of the symmelrical cardioid in- 
Ihe beam of the oscillosco~e in a pattern such that ii dicaieS the actudl X-15 range capability as determined 
1~111 trace out a palh 30 on the face of the oscillosco~e 65 from a curve to experimentally measured points. 
which defines, as noted above, the area within which it is The line represents a true mathematical cardioid 
possible to imd the vehicle 20 for the instantaneously given by the ccluarioll 
given sidte of energy parameters as indicated by the out- 
put voltages from translators 22 through 27. As noted G 
,ibove this outline 35 is in fact an approximation to a 70 T = - ( ~ + c o s  0 )  2 
cardioid which will vary in size and position in accord- 
ance with the varying energy state of the vehicle. The discrepancy in the shape of the mathematically gen- 

Superimposed over the face of the oscilloscope nlay erated cardioid by comparison to the actual range capabil- 
be a transliicent rnap overlay 31 which n ~ a y  indicate on ity can be subatantially corrected by applying a factor 
it such reference points as the location 21' of the base 78 to the cardioid equation that will cause the magnitude 
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of the correction to vary as a function of the sweep angle 
e. If the original equation is nlultiplied by the factor 

1 

the resulting equation, 

c ( I  +-cos 0 )  
T = - - 

2 (2-eos KO) 
can be made to conform very closely to the proper shape 
by choosing the correct value of K. I t  should be poinied 
out that the modification term, 

is a special case of the general term, 

1 
2-cos (O+O) 

where O = F ( G )  x F ( e ) ,  and for the special case F ( 5 )  =8, 
and F(G)=K-1. An exemplary plot of this modified 
equation is shown in the dash-dot line of FIG. 4. By us- 
ing this empirically derived modilying Pactor it is possible 
to plot values of K as a function of G to be used in the 
modifying factor to give the closest possible fit to actual 
range data. This plot of M as a function of G is shown 
in FIG. 5 and represents the values used in zn actual pre- 
ferred exemplary embodiment. 

As illustrated in FIG. 6 ,  the position of the cardioid 
with respect to the airplane or vehicle is determined by 
calculating the maximum forward range R froin the ve- 
hicle in a straight line straight forward direction and plac- 
ing the front or  apcx cusp 38 of the cardioid at this point. 
This maxinium forward range is determined fro111 a series 
of curves plotted as range versus vertical velocily aiid aiti- 
tude for particular values of horizontal velocity. FIG. 7 
is a typical example of this series of plotted curves. The 
curves in FIG. 7 are all based on a horizontal velo.ciiy of 
3,500 feet per second and are a plot of range againht aili- 
tude for parametric values of vertical velocity as indicated 
at  the ends of each curve This empirically determined 
data is used by the conlputer in a manner to be dc~cribed 
below. 

The range information found for FIG. 6 is then s~ in in~ed  
vectorially with the geographical position coordinates x 
and y of the vehicle 20 with respect to the base 21 as illus- 
trated in FIG. 6. I t  is then resolved according to the htad- 
ing angle to change the coordinate system from one with 
origin at  the vehicle 263 to one with origin at the base 21 
and displayed through the overlay nlap on the oscilloscope 
to give a continuous presentation of the existing range 
capability of the airplane wiih respect to the fixed posi- 
tion ground map. 

I t  will be noted from FIG. 6 that the typical situation 
discussed above is shown to  exist wherein the valley cusp 
39 of the cardioid is positioned a distance A 0  ahehd of 
the vehicle 20. I t  will also be noticed that the cardioid 
may be viewed as being generated by a radius r of varying 
length which sweeps through varying values of the angle 
0 to gencrate the cardioid. The projection of the radius 
r on  the major axis G is given then by the expression 
r. cos 0 and the perpendicular distance from the major axis 
to the end of the radius is given by thc expression r sin 0. 
In  practice 8  is taken to be zero when the radius I. corre- 
sponds with the major axis G and the angle 0 is swept 
from values of minus 180" to plus 180" in a continuous 
manner as will be described below. 

The manner in which the above discussed relationships 
and information is utilized by the computer 28 to produce 
voltages to  generate the cardioid 30 is shown in greater 
detail in the computer circuitry illustrated in FIGS. 8 
through 15. Turning now to FIG. 8 it will be seen that a 
voltage representative of the altitude PI of the vehicle 
is applied to an  input amp!ifier 40. This altitude input 
voltage is derived from the data translator 25 shown in 
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6 
FIG. 1. The output of amplifier 45 is applied to a group 
of parallel connected diode function generators such as 
41 which serve to store the information represented in the 
curves of FIG. 3. These diode function generators are 
conventional units well known in the art and function in 
a manner which will immediately be apparent. A voltage 
representative of the total velocity as obtarned from thz 
data translator 22 is applied to the input of a servointer- 
polator 42. I t  will be noted thal in FIG. 3 the curves 3!5 
indicate values of the cardioid major axis G as Ecnc~ions of 
total velocity and altitude. When the magn~tudes of these 
latter two quanitities are specified as by applying a volt- 
age representative of altitude to the amplifier 40 and a 
voltage representative of ve1oc:ty to the servoi~ltcrpolator 
42, the circuit shown in FIG. 8 functions to produce at  
its output terminal 43 a voltage representative of the niag- 
nitude of the cardioid major axis G. l h i a  of course is 
true because of the fact that the dlode function genera- 
tors 41  are designed to have transfer functions such as 
to store the information graphically presented in FIG. .1 
in a manner well ltnown in the art. That is to say, the 
design of circuitry in FIG. 8 is such that fol a given ap- 
plied value of the altitude the diode f~inctron generators 
circuits will p r o d ~ x e  a series of output voltagzs which are 
applied to the servointerpolator 42 and whicl~ represeilt 
by linear segments all values of G for a particular alii- 
tude. The particular value of G whLch actually a p p e m  
at the ontput teiminal 43 is then deicrmrned +naily b'i 
the magnitude of the voltage representing total vclocitTq 
which is applied to the servointerpolator 42 causing it to 
function to select one particular value iron? the range of 
val~ies applied to it from the diode function genelators. 

The circuitry shown in FIG. 9 is used to genz r~ te  a volt- 
age representative of the value of the lorward range Ft 
as an output from the altitude input voltngc using the ill- 

formation represented graphically in FIG. 7. The in- 
formation represented in the curves of FIG. 7 is stored in a 
first set of diode function generators 45 for the part~cuiar 
value of horizontal velocity shown in FIG. 7 Two sinlilar 
aclditional sets of curves are stored In tl7e sets of diode 
function genzrators 46 and 47 respcct'vely. The alti- 
tude voltage from 1h.e information translator 25 1s ap- 
plied through amplifier 48 to the parallel connection of 
the three sets of diode iunct1on generatois 45, 46 and 
4'7. Each of thesa sets includes five diode function gen- 
erators also connected in parallel and havinq their o~l tput j  
connected respectively to servointerpo:ators 49, 50 ant2 
51. A voltage V, representing the veiiic.11 component 
of velocity as derived from translator 23 Es applied in 
parallel to each of the servointerpolators 43, O a ~ d  51. 
The outputs from each of these servo;ntcrpolL3tors 49, 50 
and 51 are in tuin applied as inputs to anotl?cr servoin- 
terpolator 52 which has as its variable control input 
voltage a voltage Vh applied to it and r e~~ecen l ing  the 
horizontal coillponent of velocity as derlved from tile in- 
formation translator 24 of FIG. 1. It 1s thui scen that this 
circuit will produce at its output terminal 53 a voltagc 
represenfaiive of the forward range as derived from 
functional relationships and infornintion of thc type dis- 
played graphically in FIG. 7. I t  will be 11oted that the 
three sets of function generators 45. 45 and 47 define a 
linear relationshop of variation of forward range with 
horizontal velocity and that the actual opcrating point on 
this linear relationship is selected by the ~ervointerpola to~ 
52. Each of the sets of function generators 45, 46 anti 
47 is thus in effcct providing information equ~valent to 
one graph of the type shown in FIG. 7 and the seivoin- 
terpolator 52 is malting an interpolation between these 
graphs in a linear fashion. Within each set of function 
generators such as the set 45, its associated sercointerpola- 
tor is generating an output voltage nhich is a function or 
the input voltage N and the input control voltage V,. 
The output voltage R is thus a function of altitude, hori- 
zontal velocity component and vertical veloclty com- 
ponent. Since the horizontal and vertical velocity corn 
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ponents arc utilized it is of course apparent that the atti- amplifier 77 is a voltage appearing on terminal 78 which 
indc oC the vehicle is by this nlcthod being taken into con- is represenlative of cos 8. 
',ideration. The circuitry discussed above in connection with FIG. 

111 FJG. 10 there is shov n a circuit for determining the 11 for generating voltages representing sin 0 and cos 0 is 
value of tbe factor K used in the modifying expression 5 used in place of sin or cos potentiometers in order to 
For thc cardioid eqilation as a function of the value of G, ac~hieve the necessary rapidity of response, accuracy, and 
cajor axis of the c3rclioid. The value of G, it will be re- stability of voltages. Of course it will be understood, 
called, is a fmction of altitude and total velocity and is however, thzt other suitable forms of sine and cosine 
idctermrned in the manner described above by the circuit wave generators could be used. 
' hown m FIG. 8, the representative voltage for G appear- 10 The sawtooth wave output of generator 60 is also ap- 
ng on outpnt terminal 44. This voltage is applied lo i r -  plied to a third branch of the circuit shown in FIG. 11 
p u t  ierrr,nri;iI 43' in the circuit of FIG. 10 and is thus an in order to generate a voltage appearing at terminals 79 
nput to thc diode f~tnction gznerator 55. This diode and representing the value of the expression cos KO. It 
funct~on generator stores the information shown in the will be noted that the output of generator 60 is applied to 
~:rapl~ of FIG. 5 and thus has a transfer characteri-tic 13 a multiplying circuit 80. The other input to this circuit 
given by the graph of FIG. 5. The output of the function is a voltage representing the value K which voltage was 
:eneralor 55 is a2plicd to the input of an amplifier 55  identified above as being an output at ternlinal 57 in the 
which serves as a bailer and also permits the adjusiment circuit showa in FIG. 10. The output of the multiplier 
of proper scale factors and ths like. The voltage repre- 80 is then applied to an amplifier 81 and thence through 
,eniing the coriect value of K thus appears as an oulput circuitry which is identical to that discussed above for 
of the a~iplificr at tcriuinal57. generating cos 0. Sincc the input to amplifier $1 is KO 

In FIG. I1 there is shown the circuitry which is used to and since the balance of the circuit derives a cosine func- 
gen,ra!e va!~ies of sin 8, cos 8, and cos KO to be used in tion, it is apparent thzt the output at terminal 79 will be 
instrrtiaenlin: the approximaling equation of the cardioid cos IYB as indicated in the drawing. 
and thereby generatrng the appropriate x and y deflection 25 The quantities generated by the above described circuits 
iroltages are uscd as inputs to the circuit shown in FIG. 12 in order 

A salijtooth wave Snerator 60 v~hich may, for example, to generate the variable radius r in accordance with the 
3e of the type colnmonly now used in generating tele- approximating equation earlier discussed, 
visien ai1d other swecp circuit rasters, is used to establish 
I basic tlrnin:: sweep of 60 cycles per second for values 30 0 (1Scos  0 )  

)=- 

of  the angle D u hich are swept out in order to repet:tively 2 (2-co- i i o )  
Zenerate the cnrclioid. In order to generate a voltage In FIG. 12 it will be noted that an amplifier 82 has ap- 
represen+ing the quantity sin 0 the ouplit of the sawtooth plied to it the value of cos e from terminal 79  as one 
g-nelater 65 is a2plicd to a first branch of the circuit illus- input and a constant reference voltage from a terminal 83 
[rated in F1C.i. .I. This fiist branch of the circnit corn- 3.5 as a second input. The output of this adding amplifier is 
prises a pair of diodes 61 and 62 connected in rever~e thus the expression l+cos 8. This output is applied as 
polarity relationship in parallel branches and leading an input to a multiplier 84 which has also applied to it 
through the potentiometers 55 and 64 to ground to form as its other input the voltage G appearing on terminal 43 
a lim~ting circuit to prod~~ce  the aave form shown at 65. in FIG. 8. The output of the multiplier 84 is applied 
rhis wavc form is applied through a potentiometer to am- to a potentiometer 85 which divides it by two and there- 
plifier 66 the gdrn of which is such as to increase slope of fore has i t d f  an output equal to 
the \\aye form 65 by a factor of two in order to produce 
a wave foini of the Lype shown at 67. The Rave form G 

-(I $ cos 0 )  
67is thcn added by amplifier 68 to thc sawtooth oatput of 2 

the generator 60 which is applicd to amplifier 68 to a po- 4; 
tentlometer 69 in order to produce a triangular wave out- this output is applied to an electronic division circuit 86. 

piit from the amplifier 69. This triangular wave is ap- The divisor input to the circuit 86 is taken from amplifier 

plied through a diods function generator 70 which stores 84 which has as one of its inputs the voltage cos K6 ap- 

the diEeieiice betwcen the triangular wave and a true sine pearing on terminal 79 in FIG. 11 and as its other input 

wave. An amplifier 71 is then connected to add the out- a reference voltage equivalent to -2 applied to terminal 

put of the diode function generator 70 to the triangular 88 so as to produce from the amplifier 87 (after inversion 

wave odlput of the ampliA~er 68 to thereby prodilce a therein) an output equal to 2-cos KO. It is this output 

true sine wdvc output at the terminal 72 . which is applied to the electronic divider 86 to thereby 

A simllar techniql~c is used in the next branch of the produce at its output terminal 89 a voltage r which is the 

circuit to procluce a voltage representing cos 8. In 55 radius for the modified approximating cardioid generated 
in accordlnce with the above noted equation 

branch the output of the sawtooth generator 60 is applied - - 

to an amplifier 73 which has a cutoff or iimi,ting circuit G ( 1 + cos KO) 
connecterl between its o u t p ~ ~ t  and one of its input termi- ?'=- 

2 ( 2  - cos KO) 
nals. The outptit of amplifier 73 is connected through a 
pclentiomeier 74 2s an input to amplifier 75. Amplifier The value of 1. given at terminal 89 taken in conjunction 
75  also has a bias voltage applied to it through potenti- with the values of 0 is an expression in polar coordinates 
ometer 76 and additionally has applied to it the sawtooth for generating the approximating cardioid. This expres- 
wave form 61 through potentiometer 77. sion is resolved into the Cartesian coordinates r. cos 61 and 
will "o appnrent to those in the art this r sin 61 for the cardiold shown graphically in FIG. 6 by the 
circiIi"rry can be adjr;sted to also produce a (j3 circuit of FIG. 13. In FIG. 13 it will be noted that the 

wave output which is No out of phase with the triangular voltage sin 8 fro'm terminal 42, the voltage r from terminal 
89, and the voltage cos 8 from terminal 78 are applied wave output generated in the previous branch. The tri- as inputs to an electronic nlL!lliplying circuit 9BP which 

angular wave output ol amplifier 75 is applied through therefore provides as outputs the voltage sin at termi- 
diode function generator 76 as an input to amplifier "1 70 nal 91 and ae voltage :e cos at terminal p2. The voltage 
which has as its other input the triangular wave ilself. sin 0 is itself directly the of the cardioid 
Since the diode function generator 76 is cocstracted to with reference to a Cartesian set of coordinates having its 
store tile differeilce between a triangular wave and a true origin at the vehicle 20. However, the voltage r cos 0 at 
cosine wave, and since the amplifier adds its output to the terminal 92 must be corrected by the amount A 0  shown 
true triangular wave output of amplifier 75, the output of 75 in FIG. 6 in order to shift the origin of the Cartesian co- 
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ordinates from the valley cusp 39 to a rcference point at puts of potentiometer 101 appear on leads 106 and 107. 
the vehicle 20. Toe voltage on lead 106 represents the product of tlle 

This latter function is accomplished by the circuit y cardioid voltage times the sine of J ,  whereas the voltage 
shown in FIG. 14. In FIG. 14 the voltage from output on lend 107 represents the y cardioid voltage times tlie 
terminal 53 in FIG. 9 which represents the forward range 5 cos of IL. 
R is applied through a potentiometer (which merely ad- The x deflection voltage for the oscilloscope is generated 
justs the scale factor) to an amplifier 93. The amplifier by a summing amplifier 108 which has as its inputs a 
93 of course results in an inversion so that its output is voltage applied to te~minal 110 representing the x position 
minus R. This output is applied as one input to  a sum- of the vehicle 20 with respect to the base 21. This 
ming amplifier 94. The other input to amplifier 94 is the 10 voltage is derived from the information translator 27 in 
voltage G derived from terminal 43 in FIG. 8. Since FIG. 1. A second input is the voltage x, sin J ,  appearing 
the amplifier 94 also causes an inversion its output will be on lead 104 from potentiometer 99. A third input is the 
the quantity R minus 6, whiwh is shown as the origin voltage y, cos J ,  appearing on lead 10"Prom potentiom- 
adjustment A 0  in FIG. 6 .  This origin adjustment A 0  is eter 101. As will be apparent from a study of FIG. 6 
added to the voltage r cos 6 which is derived from termi- 1.5 the sum of the three input voltages to amplifier 1@8 pro- 
nal92 in FIG. 13 by the summing amplifier 95. The out- duces as an output on terminal 111 a voltage which gives 
put at terminal 96 is connected through potentiometer 97 the x coordinate of a point on the cardioid with respect 
to amplifier 95 is then the desired x coordinate for the to the base 21 for any heading angle of the vehicle 20. 
cardioid with reference to an origin at the vehicle 20. Similarly, the three inputs to  amplifier 109 comprise the 

In FIG. 15 there is shown Dhe circuitry for combining 20 y position voltage of the vehicle with respect to the base 
the above discussed quantities as generated in the manner which is applied to terminal 114 and which is derived 
necessary to  produce the x and y scope deflection voltages from the information translator 27 in FIG. 1 as a first 
necessary to display the cardioid with reference to an input. The second input is a voltage yy, sin 8 derived 
origin located at the base point 21. In FIG. 15 it will from potentiometer 1@1 over lead 106. The third input 
be noted that the x cardioid voltage derived by the circuit 23 is a voltage minus x, cos 0 derived as an output of ampli- 
of FIG. 14 is applied at input terminal 96. A voltage fier I13 which has as its input, the positive of this voltage 
derived from information translator 26 in FIG. 1 and appearing on line 105 from potentiolmeter 99. Simi- 
representing the heading angle $ of the vehicle 20 is ap- larly, the output of amplifier 109 will readily be seen to 
plied to input terminal 97 in FIG. 15. With reference to  be a voltage representing the y coordinate of a point on 
FIG. 6 this heading angle $ may be defined as the angle 20 the cardioid with respect to the set of coordinates having 
between the forward direction of the vehicle 20 and the its origin at the base 21 for any beading angle of the 
pairs of the fixed set of coordinates having its origin at vehicle 20. 
the base 21. The y cardioid voltage derived in FIG. 13 In practice it will thus be seen that the oscillosco,se 
and appearing at terminal 91 therein is also applied to the " -  display continuously gives a visual picture not only of 
corresponding input terminal 91 in FIG. 15. +J the outline of the area in which it is possible to land the 

In the diagrammatic showing of FIG. 6 it is assumed vehicle at any given instant but also gives a picture of the 
that the heading ,of the vehicle 20 is such that the major true instantaneous heading of the vehicle which will lie 
axis G of the cardioid is parallel to the x axis of the indi- along the major axis G of the cardioid the change of cli- 
cated set of Cartesian coordinates with origin at the base rection of which with respect to the fixed map overlay can 
21. Of course this assumption is a special case only and 43 a!ways be observed. 
the major axis G which, when extended, passes through It will thus be seen that the apparatus described herein 
the longitudinal axis of the vehicle 20 coaxially therewith, affords to the observer of the oscilfoscope, whether it be 
will change its angular relationship to the x-y axes through a ground monitor in the ground based version or whether 
base 21 as the heading $ of the vehicle 20 changes. That it be the pilot in the airborne cockpit version, a con- 
is to say, looking at FIG. 6, the major axis G of the cardi- 43 tinuous picture with respect to a fixed map overlay of the 
oid will change its angular orientation as the vehicle 20 heading and maximum straight line forward range of thc 
changes its heading with respect to  the base so that the vehicle at any given instant together with a picture of the 
vehicle 20 is always pointing in a straight line directly at range which can be achieved by maneuvering in any di- 
the valley cusp point 39 and along the major axis G of the rection. The area thus outlined is as noted a modified 
cardioid. The circuit of FIG. 15 is arranged to take the 50 cardioid the major axis of which lies along the forwal-d 
x and y cardioid voltages with reference to this moving range and the lobes of which include the area which can 
set of coordinates having its origin at the vehicle 20 and be reached by appropriate change of heading. The ob- 
transfonm this information into a fixed set of x and y co- server is thus kept continuously and instantaneously in-  
ordinates having its origin at the base 21 so that ap- formed of the range capabilities resulting frorsl the ener:;y 
propriate oscilloscope deflection voltages can be generated 53 state of the vehicle at any given instant. This is the in-  
to show the rotation and movement of the cardioid as formation necessary for maximum guidance eifectiveness. 
the vehicle 20 changes its heading with respect to base 21. While a preferred exemplary embodiment of the inven- 

In lorder to  accon~plish this function the x cardioid tion has been described herein it will of course be under- 
voltage at terminnl 96 is applied through amplifier 98 stood that various modifications and substitutions of con?- 
to a sine-cosine potention~eter 99. Similarly, the y cardi- 60 ponents and the like may be made within the spirit and 
oid voltage is applied from terminal 91 through an ampli- scope of the present invention as defined by the appended 
fier 100 to another sine-cosine potentiometer 101. The claims. 
position of the wiper arms on these potentiometers is con- What is claimed is: 

trolled by a servomotor 102 driven from amplifier 103 to 1. Vehicle flight guidance apparatus comprising: 

which the heading voltage has been applied from termi- 66 means for continuously computing coordinates of a 

nal 97. The voltage at terminal 97 of course represents closed curve approximating the outline of the area 

the magnitude of the angle $ between the heading of the 
in which it is possible to  glide land said vehicle at a 
given instant; 

vehicle 20 and the y axis of the system of coordinates ekctro-optical display means: 
centered at the base 21 as shown in FIG. 6. 70 translucent map overlay means positioned in cooperati~le 

The (output of potentiometer 99 appears on leads 104 relationship to said display means; 
and 105. The voltage on lead 104 reprcsents the product and means for actuating said display means to display 
of the sine of J ,  (where J ,  is the heading angle) times the said approximation of said outline with referance lo  
x cardioid voltage. The voltage ton lead 105 represents said map means. 
the x cardioid voltage times cos $. Similarly the out- 7 5  2. Energy management apparatus for presenting the 
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continuously varying real time in-flight total range capa- 
bility of a glider type vehicle coinprising: 

means for continuously measuring the position, velocity, 
altitude, and heading of said vehicle; 

means for computing from said measured values the co- 
ordinates of an approximation of the outline of the 
area within which said vehicle can be glide landed at 
any given instant; 

and mcans for graphically displaying said approxima- 
tion of said outline of said area. 

3. Energy management apparatus for presenting the 
real time in-flight total unpowered range capability of a 
glider type vehicle comprising: 

means for continuo~lsly computing the coordinates of 
a closed curve approximating the outline of the area 
in which it is possible to glide land said vehicle at a 
givcn instant; 

and means for graphically displaying said approxima- 
tion of said outline with reference to a map of said 
area. 

4. Apparius as in claim 3 wherein said closed curve is 
a predetermined function of a cardioid. 

5. Energy management guidance apparatus for pre- 
senting tile real time in-flight total unpowered range ca- 
pability of a glider type vehicle comprising: 

first means for determining parameters of the total 
energy of said vehicle at a given instant; 

second means for deriving from said parameters in- 
formation indicative of the area in which it is possi- 
ble to land said vehicle at any given instant; 

and third means utilizing said information for graphical- 
ly displaying a map of said area. 

6. Apparatus as in claim 5 wherein said first means 
comprises a source of data and a plurality of information 
t-ansducers for generating from said data signals repre- 
sentative of the total velocity, vertical velocity, horizontal 
velocity, altitude, heading, and geographical position of 
said vehicle relative to a fixed ground point. 

7. Apparatus as in claim 5 wherein said second means 
conlprises a special purpose analog computer for gen- 
erating output voltages representing the coordinates of 
a continuous closed curve which is capable of being 
represented by an expression empirically known to pro- 
cluce a cicse approximation to the curve determined by the 
outline of said area for any set of values of said param- 
eters. 

8. Apparatus as in claim 5 wherein said third means 
comprises an oscilloscope the screen of which has a trans- 
I lcent overlay on which a ground map is portrayed and 
the deflection channels of which are connected to be 
activated by signals representative of the information de- 
rived by said second means to cause the electron beam 
cf said oscilloscope to continuously trace out an outline 
indication of said area on said map. 

9. A guidance apparatus for a glider type vehicle com- 
prising: 

means for generating on a real time basis a first signal 
proportional to the total in-flight unpowered range 
capdbility of said vehicle with respect to a first set 
of coordinates i'ixed with respect to said vehicle; 

means for transforming said first signal proportional 
to said range capability with respect to said first 
set of coortlinates to a second signal proportional 
to said range capability with respect to a second set 
of coordinates fixed with respect to a predetermined 
ground point; 

and means for displaying said transformed signal 
graphically with comparison to a ground map in- 
cl~lding said iixed point. 

10. Guidance apparatus for a glider type vehicle com- 
prising: 

means for determining the total velocity, the vertical 
velocity, the horizontal velocity, the altitude, the 
heading, and the position of said vehicle with re- 
spect to a predetermined ground base point; 

information translation means for producing compati- 
ble signals representative of each of said auantities: 

computei means having said signals applie^d theretd 
as inputs; 

said computer means comprising circuitry for con- 
tinuously generating output voltages representative 
of the coordinates of a closed curve approximating 
the outline of the area in which it is possible to 
maneuver said vehicle to a landing at any given in- 
stant; 

osciIloscope display means having a translucent map 
overlay on the viewing screen thereof, said map in- 
cluding a representation of said fixed ground base 
point; 

and means to apply said output voltages generated by 
said computer to the deflection circuits of said oscil- 
loscope to cause the beam of said oscilloscope to con- 
tinuously trace out said approximation of said possi- 
ble landing area. 

11. Guidance apparatus for a glider type vehicle com- 
prising: 

means for determining the total velocity, the vertical 
velocity, the horizontal velocity, the altitude, the 
heading, and the position of said vehicle with respect 
to a predctermined ground base point; 

information translation means for producing compati- 
ble signals representative of each of said quantities; 

computer means having said signals applied thereto 
as inputs; 

said computer means comprising circuitry for continu- 
ously generating voltages representative of the co- 
ordinates of a closed curve approximating with 
respect to a first set of coordinates fixed with re- 
spect to said vehicle the outline of the area in which 
it is possible to maneuver said vehicle to a landing 
at  ,any given instant; 

means for transforming the representation for said 
approximation from said first set of coordinates to 
a second set of coordinates fixed with respect to a 
predetermined ground point; 

and means for graphically displaying said closed curve 
comprising an oscilloscope the screen of which has 
a translucent overlay on which a ground map is 
portrayed and the deflection channels of which are 
activated by the output signals of said computer to 
cause the electron beam of said oscilloscope to con- 
tinuously trace out the modified cardioid with re- 
spect to said Iked point on said ground map. 

12. Energy management guidance apparatus for pre- 
senting the real time in-flight total unpowered range ca- 
pability of a glider type vehicle comprising: 

a source of data concerning the energy state of said 
vehicle: 

a plurality of information tranducers connected to gen- 
erate from said data signals representative of the total 
velocity, vertical velocity, horizontal velocity, alti- 
tude, heading, and geographical position of said ve- 
hicle relative to a fixed ground point; 

a special purpose analog computer having said signals 
connected thereto as inputs, said computer compris- 
ing circuitry for generating output voltages repre- 
senting the coordinates of a continuous closed curve 
which is capable of being represented by an expres- 
sion empirically known to produce a close approxi- 
mation Lo the curve deiermined by the outline of the 
area in which it is possible to land said vehicle at ,any 
given instant; 

display means comprising an oscilloscope having said 
computer output voltages applied to the deflection 
channels thereof to cause the electron beam of said 
oscilloscope to continuously trace out said closed 
curve on the screen of said oscilloscope, said screen 
being provided with a translucent overlay on which a 
ground map is portrayed in a predetermined relation- 
ship to the relative position of said curve. 
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13. Apparatus as in claim 12 wherein said circuitry of References Cited by the Examiner 

said special purpose computer comprises means for gen- 
erating a continuous closed curve which is a predeter- UNITED STATES PATENTS 
mined function of a cardioid curve and the expression 2,959,779 11,1960 Miller et ---------- 235-tjl for which is first determined in a set of coordinates fixed 5 
with respect to said vehicle and is then transformed to a A. MORRISON, Primary Examiner. 
set of coordinates fixed with respect to the ground and 
independent of the heading angle of said vehicle. K. W. DOBYNS, Assistant Examiner. 




